
1. Registration form for 
decontamination installation  

 

1. Name of recycling installation* FlexCleaner_building5a** 

2. Recycling Facility Number (‘RFN’) 

(upon first registration of any installation on a 

facility, the Commission did not yet assign a 

Recycling Facility Number (‘RFN’), please 

include form 2 to register also the facility)  

Provide RFN / include form 2** 

3. Recycling Operator Number 

(upon first registration of any installation 

operated by a recycling company, the 

Commission did not yet assign a RON, please 

include form 3 to register also the operator)  

Provide RON / include form 3** 

4. Indicate whether this is the first registration 

of this installation or an update (if an update, 

RFN, RON and the recycling installation number 

(‘RIN’) must be provided)  

first registration / RIN** 

5. If known and applicable, please add the EFSA 

Question number related to the EFSA opinion 

applicable to the applied process and the 

RECYCXXXX Number 

EFSA-Q-20XX-0XXXX and RECYC0XXX** 

6. Name and contact information of person 

responsible person for the installation (and in 

charge of providing the information in this 

form) 

Ms A. D. Minstrator, 

e-mail: ADMINST@recyccomp.eu 

tel: +123-234 234 5** 

7 Applied suitable technology  

(and recycling scheme number, if applicable) 

 1: mechanical PET Recycling; 

 2: Recycling from product loops which

 are in a closed and controlled chain 

1 / 2 

in case 2: provide also the recycling scheme 

number ** 

IMPORTANT:  

The information in field 1-5, and 7 will be made public in the Union Register, the information in field 

7 will not be made public, but will be available to Competent Authorities 

You also need to notify the information included in this form to the competent authority where the 

facility is located 

* Please provide a meaningful name of the installation such by including a building number which 

helps to identify the installation on the recycling facility. 

** Please replace examples with your own information 
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